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U. F. O.
(The Great Deception)

The enigma of the U. F. O. has puzzled and intrigued individuals and sections of
mankind for a number of years now. Reports of strange craft, some containing alien-like
creatures; landing or being held in secret locations known only to individuals such as the
‘Majestic Twelve’ continue to circulate. To add even more mystery and intrigue to all this,
the common denominator always seems to be extra-terrestrial phenomena [visitors from
another planet].
The public enjoys it and the media thrives on it. Of course, there is no smoke without
fire. So perhaps a new controversial opinion might just solve the problem, while at the same
time present the most thought-provoking evidence yet!
If we accept the sightings, landings and acquisition of material as genuine; then we
must also consider from whence they originated. Outer-space is of course the most favourite
one, as already mentioned; but to accept this idea we render the Sacred Holy Scriptures
[Bible] null and void. (See ‘The Deluge’ by Alexander Winslow).

Project Jehovah
[The Alpha-Omega Report]
“Recently, we stumbled across information about a U.S. “governmental project with
the code-name “Project Jehovah.” Now we had heard the term used before a few years ago by
at least one UFO researcher, but had not heard nor read of any other details. So it was of great
interest when we stumbled across a website on UFOs that mentioned the term. In a further
research follow-up, we did find out a little more about the term.
Project Jehovah was a program operating under the direction of the super-secret
MAJESTIC 12. MAJESTIC 12 had two such operations under its domain: “Project White
Pebble” and “Project Jehovah”. Now why that name??? Well the site itself featured a
significant quantity of papers, documents and briefs pertaining to MAJESTIC 12. This rather
unique website also featured scanned-documents involving the MAJESTC 12 and MAJIC
12.
The site also featured a significant quantity of papers, documents and briefs pertaining
to MAJESTIC 12. Also within that website, was found a handful of very intriguing photostat documents which included the term “Project Jehovah”.
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This source also indicated that MAJESTIC 12 was taken out of existence as a
government entity in 1969. It was taken over by the private sector and well-funded by big
money and powerful science. It was also known by other names, the last of which was Project
Jehovah as recently as 1992. It may also have operated as Project Zodiac in 1995.
Majestic 12 was a consolidation of two different pentagon groups… Majestic and
Jehovah which was overseen by a board of twelve directors. Each name was classified above
top-secret, retaining the highest classification as “Most Secret.” The highest classification in
1952 was “TRINE” and later “UMBRA”. As of 1990 it was “SACRED”. JEHOVAH was
the name of the project to back–engineer the hardware and study the physics. Project Jehovah
as a name was coined by the famous Albert Einstein 1949 for apparent BIBLICAL
considerations.
The documents also use an intriguing term for some “aliens” called EME’s. Unlike
EBE’s which stands for essentially “alien” life-forms, EME stands for “Extra Materialized
Entities”. After reading this information it has become clear that an old hypothesis dating
back to 1965 was not only valid, but verified. The impact of this hypothesis forces the
conclusion that UFOs are actually manifestations of REBEL ANGELIC [DEMONIC]
activity, due to the fact that the time is drawing near for the fulfilment of prophecy in the
book of Revelation to John the Apostle of Christ Jesus.
An interview conducted with a former NASA scientist with extensive UFO
background, revealed that this person had access to secret intelligence briefing papers. While
in the process of compiling this research data along with a number of others involved in the
project, it steadily became evident that the UFO phenomenon is indeed ANGELIC in nature.
As the interview continued, it was further revealed that these evil, demonic forces are
already working to bring about the Antichrist to power on Earth. It was also revealed that this
former NASA scientist was of an atheistic or agnostic Jewish background, who never held
any stock in religion until presented with the secret documents about UFOs. Those papers
made a believer out of an atheist. Also, these documents correlate substantially to other
indicators that also point to the UFO phenomenon as being angelic/demonic and Biblical in
nature.” [Check website: http://www.majesticdocuments.com]
_________
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To return now to the Winslow UFO file, what really is the issue here? A UFO is in
itself, merely an unidentified flying object. The sightings of which, are legion. Therefore
because they exist, the real point of the issue is to determine their source. Now everything in
creation exists due to one principle, Cause and Effect. So the UFO whatever its
manifestation, is the Effect. The Cause? Well, perhaps with a little patience we can ease
ourselves out of this intriguing quagmire and gain at least a portion or even complete
enlightenment.
First let us state a point here and now, just as man definitely does not originate from
another planet; so neither has he ever been visited by creatures from that source. The reason
for our confidence in this statement is that none of the ancient artefacts, in or out-of-place
with history; is composed of any material unknown on earth: all are of Terrestrial origin!
Their technological make-up conforms with the development of our own modern civilization.
It was during a project involving an investigation into the source of life’s energy force
that Dr. Wilhelm Reich re-discovered that which he later called orgone energy. His
experiments proved the existence of this pure life-force and he soon came to recognize the
laws which regulate its flow and the normal influences to which it responds. Orgonomic
Engineering, the Science of the Yavannas was re-kindled!
An apparent link between leys and UFOs has now been discovered, unifying each
with the earth’s vital current. Unrecognised today, but known and used by those who
understood this ancient science.
By the use of a simple apparatus, this natural universal mega-force was controlled
and directed to practical effect. Reich found how to produce changes in the weather,
dissolving clouds by drawing-off their sustaining energy and stimulating or diminishing local
rainfall. Just before his death, Reich was investigating means of space travel within the flow
of inter-galactic currents of energy.
Then came the connection! A statistical analysis of the geographical distribution of
UFO activity by M. Lagarde, found that the greater proportion of sightings took place in
areas along fault lines. This was found to be in harmony with the findings of another
investigation into the pattern of flying saucer reports, which gave several instances of
straight lines across the earth’s surface which seem to attract UFO activity. It produced
evidence to show that UFOs navigate along these lines, moving over the country by certain
definite routes.
When two flying saucers passed above his laboratory on the night of May 12th 1954,
Wilhelm Reich performed a remarkable experiment. Suspecting that their illumination
derived from an encompassing field of orgone energy, he directed towards them the
apparatus which he had devised for liquidating clouds and found that very soon the lights
began to diminish and fade away.
Reich’s experiments revealed much about the nature and effects of this orgone
energy. It is present throughout the universe in every particle of matter, in every area of
space. It is in constant flow, ever initiating new cycles of creation, growth and death. Though
mass-free and therefore hard to isolate, it provides the medium through which magnetic and
gravitational forces manifest their influence. The mystery of how the great stones and
megaliths were lifted and moved to accomplish the building of gigantic constructions such as
the Pyramids and Stonehenge, is easily explained by the use of Orgonomic Engineering.
Using this powerful anti-gravitational, orgonomic magnetic-force; the stones would just float
along and slide into place.
As ancient manuscripts testify, the first of our race possessed vast intelligence; they
understood all there was to know. This is because unlike today, they were able to use the
whole of their brain; whereas today we are able to use only one sixth. Also, due to their
superior intellect, writing, an element we consider extremely vital to our society; was not
even needed. With such a superior memory, they forgot nothing! In fact later, when
eventually the written word was deemed necessary for the continuation of knowledge; due
to a gradual deterioration of an imperfect memory: it was actually considered to be a step
backward for civilization rather than a step forward.
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During the early post-flood era, the Yavannas’ [sons of Javan] began using the power
of flight by means of the Orgone Force. This knowledge of the Orgone Force continued
right up to the time of the Tower of Babel when by this time it was considered by Almighty
God that due to the fact that mankind had reached a point whereby there was now nothing to
which they could not attain [even time-travel was involved], so their progress and ability
was curtailed.
The Confusion of Tongues brought an end to the period when the earth was all of
one language and one set of words. So with the perfect [Edenic] language now divided into a
multitude of tongues, the human race split-up as each individual group went its own different
way. Soon the science and application of the Orgone Force was lost to the majority of these
now estranged groups of mankind.
Today, in the twenty-first century with its talk of UFOs and creatures from outer
space; we find ourselves once more examining in addition to the Yavannas’ and their oncelost ancient superior technology Orgonomic Engineering: an even more powerful and
intellectual force of Dark-Angelic origin!
Six thousand years ago, man was placed in the Garden of Eden with the possibility
of everlasting life on the earth as a human; providing he remained obedient to the Creator. A
covering Cherub was placed in charge to over-see the needs of this start of the human race. In
his mind’s eye however, the Cherub visualized a different out-come; mankind serving him! In
this one move, the Great Deception was born!
We are informed through the Holy Scriptures that man has been created just a little
lower than the angels and with the ability during this early stage, to perform things he cannot
even do today. So by indulging man to disobey the Creator, the Cherub, now Satan [opposer],
was and is at last able to control the affairs of mankind.
This challenge was not one of strength, because the Creator would have won on the
spot. Instead this was simply a challenge of obedience [You cannot put a perfect man on
the earth who will stay obedient and true to you even to the death] which the Creator
accepted. In this way, a legal precedent will eventually be established which will apply to the
whole of creation. In the meantime, this challenge which has now been running its course for
just over six-thousand years, is now nearing it completion. The out-come is already a forgone conclusion, due to the fulfilment of the challenge by Christ Jesus [The Liberator].
The purpose of all this? World Domination!
During the period which began shortly after the Edenic Episode and continued until
2345 BCE, one third of the angelic sons of the Creator decided to follow Satan and observing
the exquisite beauty of the near-perfect women on the earth; decided to materialize as human
males and co-habit with them. This produced a hybrid, mongrel race of giants, an
abomination to creation. While the disobedient angelic sons of Satan ruled with a rod of fear,
their giant sons imposed their will on whomsoever they chose. The once realm-of-delight had
now turned into a realm-of-darkness. Deception was now replaced by blunt reality and the
first step towards World Domination was in place!
Then in 2345 BCE, everything changed. The hand of the Creator moved, and the
Great Global Deluge swept the face of the planet. Nine-hundred million people perished,
along with the giant sons of the disobedient angelic ones who themselves dematerialized and
returned to the heavenly realm; but this time with a difference: the ability to again materialize
human bodies was removed from them. The period of The Great Deception was about to
begin.
The denial of the existence of a Creator, is the sole object of Satan. The denial of the
existence of Satan however, works in his own favour. This way he can manipulate the minds
of individuals and control the affairs of mankind to the fullest extent, without any fear of
opposition. The introduction of the Evolution Theory was a major step in manipulating the
minds of individuals, inducing them to turn away from the Creator; just as in Eden. But as
foreseen, this deception did not fool everyone. A more subtle, visual concept was required.
Something so extraordinary and beyond man’s conception, that its visual phenomenon would
destroy all concept of the existence of a Creator and Almighty God! So in the light of this, the
UFO was born!
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To know then how this works, one must first understand completely what a miracle is.
A miracle is an event involving natural forces acting in opposition to natural law. In the
same way, these dark angelic forces are using this same method to deceive mankind into
believing that the source of the UFO is extra terrestrial; when in fact it is actually Angelic
[demonic]. Also, the substance of the UFO being of a natural origin; explains why Dr.
Wilhelm Reich’s apparatus was able to influence it.
The purpose of all this? World Domination by the forces in opposition to the
Creator! In other words, a reverse copy of the intended World Government on the
shoulder of the Prince of Peace (Isaiah 9:6, 7).
Conclusion: In accordance with the Alpha and Omega Report, the source of the
UFO is indeed Angelic in type; while the effects observed are without doubt in substance;
Extra Materialized Entities. Used in a specific way, these effects have enabled the
instigators of this phenomena to blind the minds of all those who are susceptible; thereby
bringing about The Great Deception!
Alexander Winslow T Sc. I.B S.A

N.B.
It is completely in the interests of the present world governments to let people
believe that U.F.O.s are of extra terrestrial origin and that so-called GHOSTS etc. are
spirits of dead people, when actually both originate specifically from one common
source
If this actual source was officially revealed and confirmed by these authorities,
the whole world would change over-night! As a Theocratic scholar and researcher, it
has been necessary to investigate down to the last detail; the specific reason for this vast
deception which has plunged mankind into an abyss of confusion.
For further information and confirmation on this, contact:
cerialiswinslow@hotmail.com

Alexander Winslow T Sc. I.B.S.A.
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